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Abstract:  

The environmental challenges the world faces 

nowadays have never been greater or more 

complex. Global areas covered by forests and 

urban woodlands are threatened by natural 

disasters that have increased dramatically during 

the last decades, in terms of both frequency and 

magnitude. Large-scale forest fires are one of the 

most harmful natural hazards affecting climate 

change and life around the world. Thus, to 

minimize their impacts on people and nature, the 

adoption of well-planned and closely coordinated 

effective prevention, early warning, and response 

approaches are necessary. This study is looking 

for an alternative solution to overcome the 

problems by developing a vision-based fire 

recognition system. The system is operated on 

MATLAB r2016a environment and based on a set 

of rules developed to identify the value of R, G, B, 

Y, Cb and Cr component in an image. However, 

this study scope is limited to fire recognition only. 

The performance of the system is verified using 

one hundred images. The images are taken during 

morning, afternoon and evening to ensure the 

system is robust to different surrounding 

brightness. However, the images will undergo 

several steps of pre-processing to minimize 

noises. Experimental results show that the both 

color spaces, RGB and YCbCr have high 

detection rate of fire which is 90% and 100% 

respectively. YCbCr color space shows the best 

performance compared to RGB because it can 

separate luminance from chrominance more 

effectively than RGB color space. 

Keywords:  fire recognition, image processing, 

RGB, YCbCr color space. 

I. Introduction  

A vision -based fire surveillance system is a 

system developed to take care of any area or 

spaces and for a place that our eyes are limited. 

Instead of using a lot of man powers to guard the 

area, it could be reduced by using a surveillance 

system. It was easy to install and inexpensive. 

However, vision-based system also has some 

limitations in recognizing fire due to the 

brightness of surrounding, especially in a daylight 

condition. At night, fire is rarely been misjudge 

because it has the brightest image pixels and it is 

much easier to be detected. The false fire alarm 

detection could be reduced in many ways, for 

examples by using Gaussian Rules, Blob 

detection, and also pixel color determination [1]. 

In this project, the RGB and YCbCr color 

components of an image will be analyzed to 

determine whether there exists any fire or not. The 

advantage of YCbCr color space is that it can 

separate luminance from chrominance more 

effectively compare to RGB color space. 

Luminance in image is actually a light intensity or 

the number of light ranges from black to white. 

While chrominance is a light wave with color 

Cyan Red and Cyan Blue [2]. 
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A.  Vision system 

Generally, vision-based system that is using 

camera provides bountiful information and more 

reliable compared to a system that is using other 

sensors such as temperature sensor, smoke 

detector etc. Besides, image processing method is 

a low cost since the algorithm is cheap in 

computation. Image processing consists of six 

stages. The first stage is image acquisition that is 

where the surrounding is captured using a web 

camera which is directly connected to a computer. 

Then, the image is undergoing pre -processing 

stage. In this stage the image is corrected and 

enhanced to remove noises using image filtering, 

image restoration and color processing techniques 

[3-4]. Third stage is image processing which will 

separate background from the foreground object, 

edge detection, morphological processing and 

image partition. The fourth stage is feature 

extraction, where the pixels of each desired 

features are grouped together. This information 

then will lead to step five which is object 

classification. Lastly, the decision is made based 

on test and the analysis, this sixth step is known as 

classification decision [5]. 

B. Fire recognition methods 

Fire detection is accomplished in many ways, such 

as using temperature sampling, particle sampling, 

humidity sampling, air transparency testing and 

also smoke analysis [3]. However, these 

techniques are not reliable as they cannot provide 

further information such as fire location, size of 

fire, growing rate of fire and other information 

that could give the exact view of the fire scene. 

Thus, the techniques might results in false alarm 

because the techniques can miss judge the energy 

emission of non-fire or by products of 

combustion. Then, in image processing analysis, 

the object is detected by looking the color which 

is motivated by two main factors. First, color 

simplifies object identification and extraction 

from a scene. Secondly, human can discern 

thousands of colour shades and intensities, 

compared to about only two dozen shades of grey. 

From the idea of how human interpret an image 

based on colour, analysis of object based in its 

colour can be done by understanding the colour 

fundamental and model [6]. There are many types 

of color model such as RGB, CMYK, YCbCr, 

YUV, HSL, HSV, HIS and CIE Lab. However, 

each of color spaces has their advantages and 

disadvantages as can be referred. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Punam Patel, et al., () [7] detected the defected 

rubber keypad the factory has to devote massive 

manpower and financial resources; however, the 

efficiency and accuracy is low. In this paper, a 

vision-based high-speed system for the detection 

of rubber keypad is designed and developed. The 

system consists of a lighting module, an image 

acquisition module, a supporting frame, a 

computer that hosts the detection algorithm and 

the conveyer belt system. The design of the 

conveyer belt system ensures that the rubber 

keypad moved accordingly to the order from the 

computer, the lighting module ensures the high-

quality image could be captured. The paper also 

proposes a new circle target segmentation method 

to segment the circle rubber keypad. The system 

detects the defect of the rubber keypad by 

processing the image captured and classifies the 

rubber keypad. The experimental results 

demonstrate that the system could detect the 

defects of rubber keypad quickly and accurately. 

Rgitha K. 2013 [8] proposed a paper of image 

processing-based forest fire detection using 

YCbCr colour model is proposed. The proposed 

method adopts rule based colour model due to its 

less complexity and effectiveness. YCbCr colour 

space effectively separates luminance from 
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chrominance compared to other colour spaces like 

RGB and rgb(normalized RGB). The proposed 

method not only separates fire flame pixels but 

also separates high temperature fire centre pixels 

by taking in to account of statistical parameters of 

fire image in YCbCr colour space like mean and 

standard deviation. In this method four rules are 

formed to separate the true fire region. Two rules 

are used for segmenting the fire region and other 

two rules are used for segmenting the high 

temperature fire centre region. The results 

obtained are compared with the other methods in 

the literature and shows higher true fire detection 

rate and less false detection rate. The proposed 

method can be used for real time forest fire 

detection with moving camera. 

Turgay Celik, [9] proposed a   paper that presents 

a fire-alarming method based on video processing. 

We propose a system that uses color and motion 

information extracted from video sequences to 

detect fire. Flame can be recognized according to 

its color which is a primary element of fire 

images. Thus choosing a suitable color model is 

the key to detect flames from fire images. An 

effective fire detection criterion based on color 

model is proposed in this paper by intensive 

experiments and trainings. The detection criterion 

is used to make a raw localization of fire regions 

first. However, color alone is not enough for fire 

detection. To identify a real burning fire, in 

addition to chromatic features, dynamic features 

are usually adopted to distinguish other fire 

aliases. In this paper, both the growth of fire 

region and the invariability of flame are utilized to 

further detect the fire regions as a complement of 

the detection criterion. The effectiveness of the 

proposed fire-alarming method is demonstrated by 

the experiments implemented on a large number 

of scenes. 

Gaurav Yadav et al., [10] formed number of rules 

using normalized (rgb) values in order to avoid the 

effects of changing illumination. In this method 

statistical analysis is carried out in rg, rb and gb 

planes. In each plane three lines are used to 

specify a triangular region representing the region 

of interest for fire pixels. A pixel is declared as 

fire pixel if it falls in to the triangular region of rg, 

rb and gb planes. Even though the normalized 

RGB colour space overcomes the effects of 

variation in illumination to some extent further 

improvement can be achieved by using YCbCr 

colour space which separates luminance from 

chrominance. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed method of image processing can be 

categorizing into five groups which are first is for 

visualization that is use to observe the object that 

are not visible. Second, image sharpening and 

restoration for better image, third is image 

retrieval to find image of interest. Fourth, 

measurement of pattern to measures various 

objects in image and fifth is image recognition to 

detect target objects in an image. This method is 

cheap in computational. Figure-1 shows the 

process flow of developed fire recognition system. 

 
Figure 1: Process flow of fire recognition system  
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Image acquisition 

This step involved camera and transfers into 

computers to receive the image in its digital 

format. Image format used is JPG image 

compression standard with 8 Mega Pixel 

resolutions. The data will be collected in a day 

light which is morning, afternoon and evening. 

More data will be collected for a better 

performance system in 100 sample images. A fire 

will be set up so that the data could be collected. 

Image pre-processing 

Pre-processing of the digital image is a step to 

make improvement and enhancement to the 

image, making sure all the noise is removed prior 

to processing step. In pre-processing, image 

filtering, image restoration and/or colour 

processing are done. This project used RGB and 

YCbCr colour space. In order to detect fire, pixel 

of fire region in RGB is explored. Then for 

YCbCr colour space, the image from RGB format 

has to be converted to YCbCr format before the 

image could be analyze. The formula for RGB to 

YCbCr conversion is as shown in Figure-2 below. 

Image pre-processing will increase the reliability 

of optical inspection and recognizing the region of 

interest. 

 

Figure 2: Formula conversion RGB to YCBR 

Image segmentation 

Image segmentation is a further step to separate 

the background from the foreground object in the 

image. Lots of image segmentation techniques can 

be used here such as compression, morphological 

processing, edge detection and many more 

advance techniques. This is the hardest part in 

digital image processing since it involves 

segmentation procedures to partition the image 

into the objects desired. 

Next, the purpose of thresholding is to extract the 

objects from the background by selecting the best 

threshold value for the image. In order to 

differentiate between background and fire, the 

process will include segmentation of the fire 

region and thresholding which value can be found 

using colour thresholding tools in MATLAB. In 

this process, histogram plays an important role to 

find the best threshold value. RGB and YCbCr 

both have different threshold value of fire region. 

The specific range and pixel value to be classified 

as fire in RGB and YCbCr color space is 

highlighted. Then, the most important step will 

proceed which is feature extraction. Whereby, all 

the data and threshold value will be used to create 

rules for fire recognition. 

Feature extraction 

Feature extraction is where all the data pixels that 

represent and describe the desired pixels is been 

grouped. The set of features will extract relevant 

information accordingly to the desired task. For 

this project, fire pixel had been extracted by using 

two colour spaces and seven rules that were 

applied for each of image tested. The rules are 

listed in Table-1.     

 

Each of the rules constructed according to the 

analysis of 100 sample images. For example, for 

the Rule 1 and Rule 2, all fire images show that R 

is the major component in a fire image. However, 

the R color component reduces significantly 
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during afternoon because of strong sunlight. To 

overcome this problem, average value of R, G and 

B was determined based on 100 images used in 

this work. The average of R component in a fire. 

Image are listed in Table-2. Hence, generally we 

can classify that the fire region component R 

should be greater than G and G should be greater 

than B component. 

 

While from mean value of YCbCr shows the value 

Y is greater than Cb and Cr is greater than Cb. 

The mean value for Y, Cb and Cr are calculated as 

Equation (1), (2) and (3). 

 

Fire pixel classification 

In this stage, detection of fire in RGB and YCbCr 

color space will be combined together for the 

result to be accurate. That is meant that the image 

should fulfil all the 7 rules to be considered as 

fire. In this stage, the output supposed to show the 

fire region in binary image as if the fire detected. 

Else, only full black colored image will be 

displayed. 

IV. RESULT 

Analysis on color space 

The analysis is to decide which colour space 

(RGB, Grayscale, YCbCr) is suitable to be used in 

the system. For this experiment, both RGB and 

YCbCr color space higher fire detection rate and 

low false alarm rate. However, YCbCr color space 

provide more advantage compare to RGB color 

space as YCbCr can separate the luminance from 

chrominance more effectively. While for 

grayscale, the results for both color space RGB 

and grayscale are same. Grayscale is suitable to be 

used in the case of high or low light intensity and 

brightness. In grayscale, plane R, G, and B will 

have same value. RGB and grayscale able to 

detect fire, but they cannot differentiate between 

fire and non-fire object. Figure-3 below shows the 

results for fire detection using RGB, grayscale and 

YCbCr color space. 

                              

 

YCbCr color space is the compression of half 

RGB pixel values. The color pixel in YCbCr will 

reduce from its original pixel values (255 until 

127). Reduction opixel values in YCbCr enable it 

to detect the fire efficiently because the range of 

each color and noise had been reduced. In this 

experiment, tests have been done during day light, 

so the fire and its surrounding will be influenced 

by the luminance and chrominance effect. 

Bothcolor spaces can be used to detect fire, but 

YCbCr color space is more suitable to deal with 
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environment in daylight. Further explanation can 

be form in the next analysis. 

Analysis on fire detection process (image 

processing) 

In order to detect fire, all color components of the 

two color spaces must be determined, cannot only 

depending on RGB color space. This is to prevent 

from false alarm the fire recognition. Therefore, a 

rule which consist of seven rules had been 

constructed for classification of a pixel classified 

as fire. If a pixel satisfies these seven rules, the 

pixels belong to fire class. About 100 images are 

used to determine fire characteristics. 

V. CONCLUSION&FUTURE WORK 

As a conclusion, the system had successfully 

recognized fire existence in all three conditions 

that have been tested based on 100 images. 

Analysis results show that both colour spaces have 

higher fire detection rate which is RGB 90% and 

YCbCr 100% respectively. Both colour spaces can 

be used to detect fire, but YCbCr colour space has 

a greater detection rate as to compare to RGB 

because YCBCr can separate luminance from 

chrominance more effectively than RGB. The 

system is able to differentiate the things in 

surrounding (non-fire) or reflected things that 

have same value as fire pixel value; false fire 

alarm could be avoided. Hence, recognition of fire 

using colour spaces RGB and YCbCr through 

seven rules for fire pixel classification could 

establish highly reliable system. 
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